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Winner of the 2015 Boyd Award for Literary Excellence in Military FictionNew York Times
bestselling author Ralph Peters returns with Valley of the Shadow, the third installment in his
Boyd Award-winning series on the Civil WarIn the Valley of the Shadow, they wrote their names
in blood.The summer and autumn of 1864 witnessed some of the fiercest fighting of the
American Civil War, from a daring Confederate raid that nearly seized Washington, D.C., to a
stunning reversal on the bloody fields of Cedar Creek―mighty battles now all but forgotten.The
desperate struggle for mastery of Virginia’s Shenandoah Valley pitted a remarkable cast of
heroes in blue and gray against each other: Philip Sheridan, a Union general with an uncanny
gift for inspiring soldiers, and Jubal Early, his Confederate counterpart, stubborn and deadly;
George Armstrong Custer, and the brilliant, courageous John Brown Gordon.Ralph Peters
brings to life yesteryear’s giants and their breathtaking battles. Sharp as a bayonet and piercing
as a bullet, Valley of the Shadow is a great novel of our grandest, most-tragic war.

“[Peters'] immense knowledge of the tactics and the details of a soldier's life at that time are
combined with a narrative drive that kept me turning pages late into the night.” ―Karl Marlantes,
author of Matterhorn“His empathy and insight have never been more powerfully expressed.
Valley of the Shadow is a blazing masterpiece.” ―W.E.B. Griffin, New York Times bestselling
author“Historical fiction can do something that not even the best history texts can. It can make
the reader say, ‘Yes, this is how it felt.' Looking for proof of this? Just open the Ralph Peters
novel you are holding.” ―George F. Will“Brilliantly conceived and executed, Valley of the Shadow
achieves that rare feat of combining genuine reading enjoyment with superb scholarship.”
―General Sid Shachnow, U.S. Army Special Forcess (Retired)“...a gripping novel that is as
historically accurate as it is enthralling.” ―Victor Davis Hanson, author of Carnage and
CultureAbout the AuthorRalph Peters is a retired Army lieutenant colonel and former enlisted
man, a controversial strategist and veteran of the intelligence world; a bestselling, prize-winning
novelist; a journalist who has covered multiple conflicts and appears frequently in the broadcast
media; and a lifelong traveler with experience in over seventy countries on six continents. A
widely read columnist, Ralph Peters' journalism has appeared in dozens of newspapers,
magazines and web-zines, including The New York Post, The Wall Street Journal, USA Today,
the Washington Post, Newsweek, Harpers, and Armchair General Magazine. His books include
The Officers’ Club, The War After Armageddon, Endless War, and Red Army. Peters grew up in
Schuylkill County, Pennsylvania, and studied writing at Pennsylvania State University. He lives
and writes in the Washington, D.C. area.
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Dave Schwinghammer, “Sheridan vs. Early. I first discovered Ralph Peters when I read a
fictionalized novel about the Civil War, FADED COAT OF BLUE, which was exceptional. He
wrote it under the pen name Owen Parry.Recently he's switched to his real name, but he's still
writing fictionalized versions of Civil War battles. The emphasis in the Owen Parry novels was
more toward characterization. In his most recent novels he's trying to bring little known Civil War
heroics and the ordinary soldiers more to the forefront. VALLEY OF THE SHADOW deals with
the battles occurring in the Shenandoah Valley while Grant had Lee under siege just outside
Richmond at St. Petersburg. What Grant didn't know was that Lee had sent Jubal Early and his
corps to try to frighten the North into negotiating an end to the war. And he would have done it if
it hadn't been for Lew Wallace. Yes, that Lew Wallace, author of BEN HUR. Wallace's objective
was to fight a delaying action with soldiers who had for one reason or other been deemed unfit
and with willing civilians. They wouldn't have been able to hold long if Wallace hadn't stopped a
train containing a division commanded by James B. Ricketts. He had orders to take his troops to
another position, but once Wallace explained what was happening, he was willing to throw his
troops into the fray. By the time they were forced to retreat Grant was able to send enough troops
to scare Early away from Washington.I didn't know about Lee's sly maneuver, and I was a history
major. But this book is really about General Sheridan vs. Jubal Early. For those who know a little
about some Civil War battles. Early was in charge of a corps at Gettysburg. On the second day,
Lee sent him a message telling him to attack if the situation presents itself, or something equally
ambiguous. Early chose not to attack and you know what happened on the third day during
Pickett's charge. Early also replaced Thomas “Stonewall” Jackson, who was accidentally killed
by his own men at Chancellorsville. Let's just say he had a bad psychological complex and was
tired of losing. He was also a crude old boy Southerner who constantly chewed tobacco. In
contrast, one of his division commanders was General John Brown Gordon who was more of a
Southern aristocracy type with charm and ability; his men loved him, and Early was jealous. We
get to see Sheridan and Early fight three battles. In one Sheridan gets the jump on Early with a
death defying maneuver; in another it's Early's turn, but not for long. This is where there's a
glaring problem. Peters shows us General Gordon and another general looking for a way to get
the jump on Sheridan. I'm not sure if Gordon knew Sheridan was in Washington dealing with
Halleck, the general of the army, and Secretary of War Stanton who wanted him to set up a
defense of Washington. Of course Little Phil wanted to destroy Early's army once and for all.
Anyway they climb to a mountaintop and notice that Sheridan's army is pointed in the wrong
direction, expecting Early to attack what looks like a dangling flank. So . . . if Gordon can find a
ford to cross the river he can sneak up behind Sheridan and drive him from the field. The
problem is there's a fork in the road. Gordon puts a branch across the fork leading to the ford.
But when he gets there the next morning, the branch has been moved to the other side. Gordon
sends an officer to ask a farmer where the ford is; the farmer says it's the second branch that's



correct, and he's right. There are also some union sympathizers in a boat on the river who see
Gordon and the other general snooping around. They decide to tell the union commander, but
they don't think he'll listen. To me, this was some discombobulated foreshadowing; neither
incident made any difference.We also meet some familiar people during the battles. Rutherford
B. Hayes is one of the generals. Those of you who know your presidents will recognize our 19th
commander in chief. William McKinley was also a young lieutenant during some of the battles.
And George Armstrong Custer led a cavalry unit and later a division. Finally, Peters has
confederate private George W. Nichols tell part of the story. One of Peters's sources was
Nichols's memoir: A SOLDIER'S STORY OF HIS REGIMENT (61st Georgia).”

Robert, “Very good read. I thoroughly enjoyed this book. I have read all of this authors civil war
books and liked all of them. His books are well researched, and characters are well developed.
The battles in this book are not well known, but just as hard fought. Very good read.”

Sean Smith, “Great buy. Thx. Great condition - no worries here.”

M. Perrin, “Third time isn't a charm...it's a masterpiece. Having read Mr. Peters' Cain at
Gettysburg and Hell or Richmond I was, undoubtedly, looking forward to Valley of the Shadow. I
was not disappointed. I wasn't quite sure how I felt about the first two. Sure they were good but I
wasn't sold on the accuracy in regards to language. I then realized that Allan Eckhert did the
same thing with his Winning of America series and those were fantastic. What Mr. Peters does
is give a history lesson that is immensely accurate. It may not be exact but who's going to
dispute it that was there? Even those who live momentous moments have a hard time recalling
them afterwards, Pvt. Nichols in the story comes to mind. These stories are well told and really
do get down to the level of the General and private. History makes us forget that those who lived
it were real people with hopes and fears like ourselves. Valley of the Shadow tells the story of
those involved in the Valley campaign of 1864 from Monacacy to Cedar Creek. The story
seemed so real and urgent that, for a few brief seconds, the reader could picture it. The reader
can see and hear, smell, taste, and touch the past. Thank you Mt. Peters for that. It's a
remarkable thing. Rutherford B. Hays and Private Nichols stand out in this story. The secondary
characters are well done as well. I did, however feel that Emory Upton and George Halleck were
semi one dimensional. Also George Crook didn't drink, or smoke or swear for that matter (small
mention of Crook drinking whiskey in the book.) Nevertheless, this doesn't distract from the true
magnificence of this book. I'm worried for the fourth book. Can Mr. Peters' do it again? I didn't
think so after Cain or Richmond but I was wrong. Gloriously wrong.”

Laura, “thank goodness for the public library ... !. I can't say enough good things about Ralph
Peters's Civil War books – hence the 5-star rating. HOWEVER, I would give the actual
production of my book one star. This trade paperback was apparently printed on demand when I



ordered it (there is a date from last week on the inside back cover), and I find it incredibly hard to
read, especially at night with lower light levels. The print is smaller and a very faint gray, and the
side margins are way too wide. The text block on each page has been reduced by 12 mm in
width and 17 mm in height (measured to the top of the running head) – in other words, from 4.5"
x 8" to 4" x 7 1/8". And did I mention that the ink is very faint? In desperation I checked the
shelves of my local public library and fortunately was able to check out an older, hardcover
version. (I own trade paperback copies of "Cain at Gettysburg" and "Hell or Richmond" and the
print is dark and large, as in the hardcover edition of this book.) Photos are given for comparison.
Although my camera exaggerates the darkness of the ink in the paperback, you can clearly see
the smaller font and ridiculously wide side margins. Such a pity. Whose harebrained idea was
this? to save on ink?”

Brian, “great series on Civil War by outstanding author. Continues series following Cain at
Gettysburg. Picks up where previous book left off. Fiction but based on history and follows
closely.  Quick read and informative”

earl, “Five Stars. very good”

The book by Ralph Peters has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 350 people have provided feedback.
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